Part 811 - Describing Agency Needs

Subpart 811.1—Selecting and Developing Requirements Documents

Sec. 811.107-70 Contract clause.

Subpart 811.2—Using and Maintaining Requirements Documents

811.204-70 Contract clause.

Subpart 811.4—[Reserved.]

Subpart 811.5—[Reserved.]

Subpart 811.6—[Reserved.]


Subpart 811.1 - Selecting and Developing Requirements Documents

811.107-70 Contract clauses.

The contracting officer shall insert the clause at 852.211-70, Equipment Operation and Maintenance Manuals, in solicitations and contracts for technical medical equipment, and other technical and mechanical equipment and devices where the requiring activity determines manuals are a necessary requirement for operation and maintenance of the equipment.

Subpart 811.2 - Using and Maintaining Requirements Documents

811.204-70 Contract clause.

The contracting officer shall insert the clause at 852.211-72, Technical Industry Standards, in solicitations and contracts requiring conformance to technical industry standards, federal specifications, standards and commercial item descriptions unless comparable coverage is included in the item specification.

Subpart 811.4 - [Reserved.]

Subpart 811.5 - [Reserved.]

Subpart 811.6 - [Reserved.]